
ince PLC’s foundation in 1977 we have elected to focus our activities
on the engineering and manufacturing of direct driven centrifugal fans.

Since then we have attained European scale in this very specialized market. Our
products are developed and manufactured in Belgium and distributed to cus-
tomers throughout the continent. In 1993, PLC was the first european company
to apply the          technology in the air movement industry.
In 1988, we started manufacturing small air handling units in which we have
naturally incorporated all the aerolic know-how we have acquired through
the years. The scope of this activity today equals that of our fan business.
In both activities we have learned to make the best use of the air.
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ERVICE AND QUALITY: OUR AIMS ARE LONG-TERM
A task must be correctly performed the first time. This conviction is the very foundation of our

working philosophy and allows us to offer our customers the best products and services.
A competent and motivated team strives to reach this goal. Our company is customer-oriented; at
each level of the organisation every individual will organize his work so as to optimize the way we
meet our customer’s needs in respect of our product line and our competence.

Once the customer’s requirements have been clearly 
identified, the range of available tools – computer programs
for technical calculations and pricing, the availability of ac-
curate information through our self-developed Management
Information System (MIS), flexible production planning, 
perfect knowledge of the product range, good command of
a wide range of languages, an efficient and accurate 
airflow and sound measurement laboratory, continuous
training of personnel, privileged close contact with all of our
suppliers – will enable us to answer quickly and accurately.

This human sized organisational structure, inspired by the ISO 9000 quality concept - we take advantage
of its rigor while avoiding its rigidity - is realized in our company. Our customers appreciate first talking
to individuals and then encountering a structured organization.

EVELOPMENT, ENGINEERING
Development has always been the core of our activities.

That is why our laboratory functions as the center of the entire
organization and runs our integrated information software
(MIS) that centralizes, controls, and distributes the required in-
formation to the various departments, thus establishing a firm
cohesion in our activities. For example, the lab supervises all
quality control of strategic components (motors, wheels).

Serie TVE/P
Roof exhaust units

Serie  AE
Centrifugal unit heaters

Serie CUBUS
Ventilation boxes

PLC PRODUCT RANGE 
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Serie  COMPO
Tailor made small air handing cabinets

Serie REC X or HR
Heat recovery ventilation units

(60% -> 90% efficiency)

Serie RA
Air curtains

Our lab engineers operate two fully automated airflow test chambers, and one anechoic acoustic
chamber  that is  fully equipped  with high tech acoustic pressure  measurement  devices, various
types of technical software (CAD, for instance) and all the necessary sophisticated measuring appa-
ratus to make sure we know what we are doing. All of the high tech        motor applications have
been developed in our laboratory.

ANGE
We manufacture two types of products:

1. Fans
These are direct driven centrifugal fans with the motor po-
sitioned in the airflow. Our marketing is aimed at two differ-
ent markets: the OEMs – the  integrators, who specify their re-
quirements and for whom we develop and manufacture special,
customized fans  – and the distributors, who aim for the replacement
market of standardized fans.
- The DD/AC series consists of fans using permanent split capacitor AC motors
and their tailor-made speed controls.

- The DD/       series is made up of “intelligent” fans using an electronically commu-
tated motor incorporated in the airflow. It is a DC motor, thus of high efficiency, allowing 
extremely accurate and intelligent control. The control options are endless.… 

2. Small Air Handling Units
We also manufacture small air handling cabinets that use our own cen-
trifugal fans, which are distributed under our own label. They are also
manufactured under a “private label” for some of our major customers.
All of these products can be equipped with        technology fans.
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USTOMER-ORIENTED MANUFACTURING 
The workshop is organized so as to create a flexible and fast production cycle of

small and middle range series of fans or small air hand-
ling units.
In order to commit ourselves to our customer’s expec-
tations in terms of quality and delivery, our stocks of
components and semi-assembled products are very
large (corporate treasurers would disapprove of our
rotation ratio). We have also established a unique
method of production, the main features of which are
standard modular product definition, easy access to
accurate “one-source” information in each phase of
the production, close links between the people in production and our customer, all allow-
ing permanent adaptation to the needs of the situation, while keeping “the line”.
Today, our customers have come to trust us and rely on us to deliver - just on time - products
that correspond perfectly to their expectations, which allows them to reduce their stocks.

RESENCE: EUROPE
Our products are manufactured in Belgium and

distributed throughout Europe by local agents, from
Scandinavia to Spain, and from England to the Czech
Republic. Please do not hesitate to contact us to obtain
the address of your local contact.
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102, chaussée de Tirlemont
B 5030 GEMBLOUX

TEL.: +32-(0)81.62.52.52
FAX: +32-(0)81.62.52.53
e-mail: info@lemmens.com


